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B2BE’s e-catalogue provides the basis by which you can go to market, developing new sales channels and supporting 
online sales. Enable punch out capabilities for your clients or to exchange data with suppliers. It is a highly configur-
able and dynamic cataloguing solution.

E-CATALOGUE

NEED TO EXPAND YOUR SALES CHANNELS? NEED A COLLABORATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT TO MANAGE CATALOGUE CONTENT? 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

B2BE e-catalogue solution provides B2BE clients with a customisable platform from which a 
range of e-commerce solutions can be driven. Predominantly driven to the B2B market it can 
include B2C elements to ensure 100% of your clients can place orders directly while 
supporting punch out.

The e-catalogue is highly customisable in terms of look and feel with full 
content management capabilities. Likewise, it can be 
configured for public sales, with payment gateway, or to 
account clients who have specific products and pricing 
associated with them.

With the e-catalogue solution deployed 
alongside the B2BE EDI product B2BE can 
automate the catalogue maintenance 
functions and integrate sales orders with 
your back-end ERP environment.
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  RELATED PRODUCTS

B2BE’s e-catalogue solutions utilise several B2BE 
products to create an e-catalogue online application. 
B2BE’s e-catalogue solutions can utilise all, or in part, 
any of the following products to create the exact solu-
tion your organisation needs to manage your e-cata-
logue requirements.

EDI

Integrated catalogue and content data into your e-cat-
alogue. Sales orders integrated with into your ERP? 
B2BE has all your bases covered with B2BE’s EDI solu-
tion.

Web portal

Integrate other document management and visibility 
tools through the B2BE web portal, an online hosted 
environment that provides access to a range of B2BE’s 
solutions which is highly customisable and configur-
able to enable you to collaboratively interact with your 
suppliers and clients.

To learn more about the B2BE solutions or to get in touch with B2BE please visit: www.b2be.com
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